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Silambam: An Ancient
Indian Staff Fighting Art

Make extra money by teaching
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Enhances All Systems

By Guy Larke

Whether it’s TV, movies, comic books, video games or a martial art school, one weapon rules over all
others in terms of popularity…the staff.
The staff truly is the most ancient of weapons. Prehistoric humans used sticks, tree branches fashioned
as spears, for hunting and warfare. Sticks were the easiest and most malleable things at hand. As humankind’s intellect developed, so did his versatility in his arsenal of weapons and his ability to wield them
effectively.
Numerous empires employed the staff as a weapon or used it in conjunction with other materials;
examples include the halberd, spears, the Chinese Kwan Dao, the Japanese Naginata, and the three-sectional staff. It could be argued that many sword and axe techniques owe at least partial credit to their predecessor, the humble staff.
Even before the martial arts boom of the 70s and 80s, the stick or staff has always been apparent. Who
hasn’t seen some sort of re-enactment of the quarterstaff duel between Robin Hood and Little John upon
their fated meeting? More recently, martial arts fans were treated to Jet Li’s portrayal of the infamous
Monkey King of Chinese legends, in The Forbidden Kingdom. His staff skills mesmerized thousands of
viewers.
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It is a natural weapon. Outside of your empty hands, what feels more natural than a shaft of wood, rattan or bamboo? It is non-threatening when used as a walking stick or as a pole, but when whipped around
or spun in an arc, it can give quite a scare. It is difficult to break and can come in a number of lengths and
thicknesses. If one really understands stick fighting, a baseball bat, a pool cue, a broomstick or a rake can
be employed devastatingly. Even if it does break, you have a sharpened implement that can do further injury. In olden days, it could
be used to disarm swordsmen and crack or smash through helmets,
shields and armour. The options and variety of techniques possible
are overwhelming. You can thrust, crush, trap, unbalance, swing,
poke, sweep or deceive an opponent with a simple length of wood.
What other weapon can do all that?
As previously mentioned, it is perhaps the most common weapon
to be found in the fighting arts. It exists in French Savate (La
Canne), Burmese Bando, Okiniwan Kobudo, Philippine Tapado,
Korean Kuk Sool Won and a myriad of Chinese martial arts to say
the least. Most, however, are oblivious as to the country which has
developed stick skills to the highest degree—India.
In ancient India, in the early days of the Dravidian Empire, the
yellow filled bamboo found in the Kurinji Hills was employed to
make staves of the highest quality. Yogis who sought alternative
methods of exercise to yoga, practiced ancient exercises passed
down from even older times with these implements. The yogis,
and those who followed their ways, further developed the primitive
techniques into an art.
This art became name known as Silambamboo or Silambam.
Silam, being the Tamil equivalent of “from the hills” and bamboo
obviously indicating the materials used. Ironically, it also grew to
have two other meanings. One meaning is to do with being devious
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and the other to do with “playing” with a stick. All these things played a
part in its development.
Over time, word and legends spread about the yogis’ prowess with
the stick. Rulers and people of power sought them out to instruct their
elite guards and officers. The syllabus expanded with time and became
refined with practical experience and numerous trials on the battlefield.
The same techniques used with the staff were adopted into spear and
sword play; in addition to various grappling (Pudi Varusai) and striking arts (Kuthe Varusai) that started to evolve in the region. It found
its way into religious festivals, events and festivals as well. Although
Silambam was definitely evolving into a combat art, certain aspects
stayed in it; such as breathing techniques, awareness, self-control and
concepts such as self-realization. Gurus (masters) passed their knowledge down to disciples along with lectures on etiquette, philosophy,
religion and self-development. This continues to this day.
Silambam was, and still is, linked to traditional Indian religious
practices. Disciples underwent an acceptance ceremony which involved
prayers to goddess Sakthi (who represented strength, courage and
guidance).
The Indian deity, Hanuman, is also revered for guidance in spiritual
manners. Chinese legends, especially the epic novel Journey To The
West, refer to this being as the Monkey King. There are actually quite
a few differences. To briefly state a few, the Indian Hanuman was quite
filial and loyal to those he served. He was also far braver and less reckless than the Monkey King. In theory, perhaps the Chinese variation
was more of a rascal to appeal to the common people’s desire for entertainment; while the Indian version was meant as an exemplar for youth
to follow and model themselves after. One last variation is that the
Chinese version used a long staff, while his Indian counterpart wielded
a heavy war club.
Experts maintain that Bodhidarma, the Buddhist monk credited
for bringing Zen to China, brought more than simple yoga techniques
and his faith, when he traveled to the Shaolin temple so many centuries
ago. Elements of Silambam and other martial arts can be seen in various other nations’ arts. The famed hoplologist, an expert in the study
of human combative behavior, Sensei Donn F. Draeger, researched and
began to study Silambam during his time in Malaysia. Also National
Geographic has given quite a bit of credit to Indian martial culture for
the development of the martial arts as we know them.
As far as defining the system and differentiating it from other methods of stick fighting, there are decidedly major differences. The stick is
gripped at the very butt of one end, with the other hand grasping further up on the stick, two to three hand widths apart. It resembles the
way European swordsmen wielded large blades such as the claymore or
the flamberge.
The most basic techniques involve large forward and backward rotations that serve to simultaneously block and strike the front, back and
one side of the artist. Further strikes and blocks are learned at higher
levels. In motion, attacks and defenses are simultaneous and come from
a wide variety of angles. Strikes are made to the head, but unlike most
moves, it is not the primary target. The ankle, instep, knee, elbow, forearm, wrist, thumb and knuckles are far more favored areas for striking.
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The blocks resemble fencing blocks and other methods of swordplay in some ways, where the blocks and
strikes are not static. You never stop moving till the fight is over. Although a long stick is employed, it is
used to get closer to an opponent, hence limiting his options and enabling the striking of vital points.
Another trademark of Silambam is the footwork. The stances are constantly changing and are unpredictable. This is especially true of the Nilaikalakki system of Silambam. The term, Nilaikalakki, translates to
“disturbing the posture.” This has a dual meaning. From a martial standpoint, this means to keep moving,
advancing and evading so as to confuse, intimidate and basically trip up your opponent. You choose the
rhythm that the conflict follows. In essence, you lead the dance and your opponent follows, or rather, falls.
The more spiritual meaning is that you go against the temptations and indulgences of society and seek out
your own truth. In essence you are fighting your own culture and ultimately yourself to become stronger. In
a very loose point of view, it sounds a bit like aspects of Bruce Lee’s philosophy of Jeet Kune Do.
One more major point is that since this developed from a battlefield art, the attacks and defenses are
done fast and at many directions. It assumes you are surrounded and are against all odds. It may seem to
be impractical for a one-to-one conflict, but actually it’s better to train this way as you are more alert and
aware of your surroundings.
Lastly, although a heavy bamboo stick is used typically in training (1.68 meters in length typically or
approximately five to six feet long), the techniques are easily adapted to much shorter sticks; even handbagsized sticks. This increases Silambam’s worth in the modern world.
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Training is done in small groups or on a one-to-one basis. There are no uniforms and definitely no black
belts. There is a ten-part syllabus that is followed strictly. There is no set time for each step, but it usually
takes a period of seven years to complete. It’s as follows:
1. Otthai vitchi: essentially conditioning, especially muscles, nerves and tendons
2. Yiretthai vitchi: basic spinning and rotating techniques
3. 96 Silatgu varusai/Silat varusai: spinning techniques at 96 different angles
4. Sandai marutham: angled striking technique sequences
5. Othukal murai: defensive and evasive strategies
6. 36 Piruvugal, adi kambugal: 36 sets of 12 striking techniques each
7. Kurivaithiu adipethu: pressure point attacks and counters
8. Kanthan: essentially strategies for combat
9. Narikaru: animal techniques (especially stances, typically the fox and the tiger)
10. Utchekattha nillai: the highest level of the syllabus, a special test will be tailored to test the individual
Following that is much more involved training involving things such as traditional healing, massage,
other weapons and the actual crafting of your own swords and spears. There are no set patterns or forms.
The individual is encouraged to express himself in how he practices the art as he or she progresses. In a
sense, that means making one’s own forms.
It is interesting to note that there is no sport version of this art; at least of this particular branch of the
system. The association sees martial art as serious business and therefore real Silambam cannot be done as
a sport. There are no points in battle. There is only live or die. Sparring is done only when the student is
ready and is done with great caution.
This particular branch of Silambam was brought to Penang, Malaysia from South India by Mahaguru
(Grandmaster) Mariapakiam. The art was passed on to Master Anbanthan in the 1960s and was refined to
what it is today. Master Anba has a small handful of devoted disciples. One of them is my brother in martial arts, Aravindan Kamalanathan, who is solely responsible for this work in spirit and soul. A book is in
the works and there are two websites crammed with much more detailed information about this fascinating
and exacting art form.
The best thing for the individual is self-research if there are any doubts or suspicions about this or any
claim by any master or association. Feel free to ask and inquire at the source of the information. Often
their reaction says a lot for their reliability of their information. Some groups react hostilely at any inquiry
about validity. In my opinion, this association is one of the most humble and open associations I have met
in many, many years. They welcome any and all correspondence. Any and all stylists, regardless of martial
background, are warmly invited to experience their art with them.

Calendar of Events
April

25 40th Annual U.S. Eastern Regional Karate
Championship to be hosted in Rockville, Maryland. For
more information please email tkasudo@verizon.net.

May

8-9 Omaha National Martial Arts Championship. To
learn more visit omahanationalmartialartschampionship.
com.

For further information on Master Anba and Silambam, visit silambam.com.

12 EITF European Championships in Slovenia. For
more information please check out itftkd.org.

For more photos of Silambam, visit taekwondotimes.com.

June
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6 Intercontinental Cup at Algonquin College
Woodroffe Campus Gymnasium Ottawa, Canada. For
more information call (613) 837-4123 or e-mail phaplu@rogers.com.
6 2009 Taekwondo Leadership Summit Weekend in
Las Vegas. For more information call (212) 595-1256.

12-14 4th Annual Battle at the Beach International
Martial Arts Tournament to be held in St. Croix Virgin
Islands in the Caribbean. For more info call (340) 6432265 or email fermin1952@yahoo.com or lmfricke@
hotmail.com.
30 2009 USAT National Championships / Junior
Olympics in Austin, Texas. For more information visit
us-taekwondo.us.

July

10-15 2009 Chuncheon Open Internation/
International Taekwondo Championships to be held in
Chuncheon City, Korea. For more information please
visit koreaopentkd.org.
25 1st Annual All-Star Specially Challenged Martial
Arts Championship & Banquet to be held at Salem
Lutheran Church in Tomball, Texas. For more information visit AllStarMA.com.

November

19 IX Pan-Am Games in Yauco, Puerto Rico. For
more information visit ptc-games.com.

